Laser / mini tag
Laser / mini tag
INSURANCE DISCLAIMER / PLAYING CONDITIONS
INSURANCE DISCLAIMER / PLAYING CONDITIONS
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY IN FULL (details of person playing) this is for your insurance
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY IN FULL

(details of person playing)

this is for your insurance

I (Full Name) ………………………………………………..........Date of birth.........................................

I (Full Name) ……………………………...… ............................Date of birth.........................................
Of (Address)……………………………………...............………............……………………………….

Of (Address)………………………………………….....…………............……………………………….
Postcode …………....................................Mobile no: ……....………………………..…………………

Postcode ……………….................................Mobile no: ……....…………………………………………
In case of an emergency... contact name and Number.……........…….…………....………....................

In case of an emergency... contact name and number.……........…….…………....………....................
Email:……………………....……………………........................................................................................

Email:……………………………………………........................................................................................
Want to outdoor laser tag and sign this document in consideration being given the opportunity to engage in this activity.

Want to outdoor laser tag and sign this document in consideration being given the opportunity to engage in this activity.

I UNDERSTAND THAT: 1, The game is physically and mentally intense and may require extreme exertion to play.
2, The game can be dangerous if not played in accordance with the rules,
3, The possibility of injury to others and myself exist.
4, I confirm that I recognise the hazards in the wood i.e. branches, mud, sharp objects, holes etc. I
understand that I am playing in a wood and the ground will be muddy and slippy. I confirm that
I will wear suitable footwear with good grip.
5 .THE FOLLOWING PERSONS ARE NOT ALLOWED TO PARTICIPATE. Any person......
Under the influence of alcohol or drugs, pregnant, high blood pressure, epilepsy, back or neck
Problems or any persons with heart conditions are NOT allowed to play. This is due to insurance.

I UNDERSTAND THAT: 1, the game is physically and mentally intense and may require extreme exertion to play.
2, The game can be dangerous if not played in accordance with the rules,
3, The possibility of injury to others and myself exist.
4, I confirm that I recognise the hazards in the wood i.e. branches, mud, sharp objects, holes etc. I
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5 .THE FOLLOWING PERSONS ARE NOT ALLOWED TO PARTICIPATE, Any person......
Under the influence of alcohol or drugs, pregnant, high blood pressure, epilepsy, back or neck
Problems or any persons with heart conditions are NOT allowed to play. This is due to insurance.
I CONFIRM THAT: -

I CONFIRM THAT: 1, I am fully aware of the risks to myself and others involved in the game.
2, I am physically and mentally fit to take the strain and exertion involved in playing the game and
have no pre existing medical conditions that many be aggravated by participating in lasertag.
3, I will comply with the rules and use the equipment as instructed and not so as to injure
Or hurt others and will obey all the directions of the marshal and judges.
4, I am the age of 5 and over for mini tag /eight for lasertag (Please note that if you are under18 a
Parent’s signature is also required. No one under this age can be accepted in the games)
6, No responsibility can be accepted for any articles left in the safe area or in the buildings.
RELEASE
I hereby release, remise and forever discharge from any claims and liabilities whatsoever without limitations
that I might have against the site, The dangerzone ltd t/a lasertag (sheff), the owners of the property on
which the game is played and any other players in the game who might injure me howsoever arising, and I
make this release on behalf of myself, my heirs, executors, assigns and administrations.
Signed……………………………………………………

Dated ……………………............

Parent’s signature (if UNDER 18 years of age)………………………………………………..........................….
Have you been on the site before? ………. ………Yes / No
Please note any alterations to this insurance form will be refused and you will not be allowed on site
Please tick the box if you DO

NOT wish photos to be taken during the event
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